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From science cases to a science platform

• The MSE Detailed Science Case v2 has prepared us to move 
forward to define the science observations that MSE will be 
able to execute

• Think of MSE as a complete “science platform”
• Suite of infrastructure, including software and databases, that 

interface with the science user community
• Requires operational methodologies to enable surveys that match the 

scope, ambition, and science goals of the user community
• Requires continual interaction between science users and 

observatory staff to ensure MSE remains responsive to changing 
science priorities over many years of operation



Detailed Science Case v2
• The first step in this process is about to 

be completed: a revised Detailed Science 
Case
• Many excellent examples of science cases 

that only MSE can do have been defined by 
the eight Science Working Groups

• These include “Science Reference 
Observations” that MSE could execute to 
accomplish the science

• Still room for feedback
• If your favorite science case isn’t in the DSC, 

let us know! Science Reference Observations 
and Science Requirements



Design Reference Survey
• One of the recommendations from the MSE System Design 

reviewers was to develop a Design Reference Survey during 
the upcoming Preliminary Design Phase
• An executable survey plan that takes into account observational and 

operational constraints
• The Design Reference Survey is the tool we will use to ensure 

that the MSE Observatory is up to the task of executing the 
planned science surveys



Design Reference Survey

Census of exoplanet atmospheres
Survey of chemically peculiar stars

Study of Galactic components
Survey of stellar streams and dwarf galaxies

Extragalactic low- and high-z surveys
BH masses from reverberation mapping

Cosmological large volume galaxy survey
Photometric redshift training



Design Reference Survey
• Current idea is to lay out the observations that MSE will make 

in the first five years of operations
• Completing the science surveys detailed in the Detailed Science Case

• This will be the main activity of the Project Scientist (with lots 
of input from the Science Team!) for the next few months

• I hope to engage with many of you through the Science 
Working Groups throughout this process

• Initial discussions can happen this afternoon



Science Requirements Document

• In parallel, we will ensure that the Science Requirements 
Document is still consistent with the Detailed Science Case
• Big picture yes, but small tweaks may need to be made
• Presentations by Kei and Alexis later today
• Details can be discussed in this afternoon’s breakout sessions or at 

other times during this meeting
• Please let me know if there are revisions/additions that need to be 

made!



MSE Science Tools
• The Project Office (mostly Nicolas Flagey, System and 

Operations Scientist) has produced a great set of tools to help 
the Science Team define the surveys



MSE synergies



Planned MSE science WPs

MSE SWG Lead author Subject
Stars/planets Adam Burgasser High resolution spectra of brown dwarfs
Stars/planets Daniel Huber Asteroseismology; MSE as a follow-up facility for TESS/PLATO/WFIRST
(Chemical 
Nucleosynthesis)

Ian Roederer The R-Process Alliance

Obs. prop. of DM Ting Li/Manoj
Kaplinghat

Dark matter with MSE

AGN/SMBH Yue Shen Reverberation mapping of the inner regions of quasars at high redshift
AGN/SMBH Andreea Petric Obscured high z AGN and radio-MSE synergies



Submitted Astro2020 WPs

Weisz Near-Field Cosmology with the Lowest-Mass Galaxies

Timmes
Catching Element Formation In The Act ; The Case for a New MeV Gamma-Ray Mission: Radionuclide Astronomy in the 
2020s

Wheeler ELT Contributions to The First Explosions
Wheeler ELT Contributions to Tidal Disruption Events

Ji
Major Scientific Challenges and Opportunities in Understanding Magnetic Reconnection and Related Explosive 
Phenomena throughout the Universe

Burns
Dark Cosmology: Investigating Dark Matter & Exotic Physics in the Dark Ages using the Redshifted 21-cm Global 
Spectrum

sheikh Method to aluminum-coat telescope mirrors in space for EUV-broadband astronomy

Fundator
Galileo Galilei versus Aristotle, Philosophy of motion, Galileo’s  contemporaries, very large numbers, Fermat’s Last 
Theorem, and speed of light.

Sathnur Solar flares and Quantum Neural Networks

Eracleous An Arena for Multi-Messenger Astrophysics: Inspiral and Tidal Disruption of White Dwarfs by Massive Black Holes
Rieke JWST/MIRI Surveys in GOODS-S

Matsuura
Dust in supernovae: --- Do supernovae produce the first dust in the Universe? Are supernovae the key dust producers 
of galaxies?

Kopparapu Exoplanet Diversity in the Era of Space-based Direct Imaging Missions
Hunter Understanding Accretion Outbursts in Massive Protostars through Maser Imaging
Ntampaka The Role of Machine Learning in the Next Decade of Cosmology
Lunine Comparing key compositional indicators in  Jupiter with those in extra-solar giant planets.



Discussion topics
• The Science Case:

• are we missing obvious/compelling science questions in our field?
• are some of the things we think are compelling actually not very interesting?

• Planning for the Design Reference Survey:
• within our field, what is the major science question that we would want

to design an entire survey around?
• are there obvious synergies between science programs that suggest joint-efforts

• Science capabilities
• is H-band essential? If it is, what sort of depth and multiplexing is necessary for 

the science? What are the major science issues to be aware of?
• does the high resolution mode need to work at R=40K? Is a lower resolution (eg

R=30K, 35K?) acceptable? What are the major science issues to be aware of?

• Astro2020
• what WPs do we want to make sure are submitted? Are there volunteers?


